Your Love (John 3:16 Song)

G          D                        C
Each morning when I rise, open my eyes
Em          D
Your Love amazes me,
G                                   D                        C
All throughout my day, you’re still the same,
Em      D
Your love amazes me,

PreChorus:

C        G       C        G
I can’t comprehend, your love it never ends
C        G       Em       D
my mind can’t pretend, that I’m worthy,
C        G       C        G
Oh...I can’t comprehend, your love it never ends,
C        G       Em       D
My mind can’t pretend, that I’m worthy,

Chorus:

C        G       Em       D
Of your love, (none can even fathom)
C        G       Em       D
Your love (my heart can’t imagine)
C        G       Em       D
Your love, (we are so unworthy)
C        G       Em       D
Your love, (but you keep on giving)
C        G       Em       D
Your love.

Verse 2:

I think about that cross, and all the cost
That you paid for me,
The God that made this world, became a man
And then died for me

Prechorus:
Chorus: